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Inta Contemporary
Sequential Tap
Product Code: LO985CP

£200.63 Inc. VAT

Product Images

Description

This single lever sequential spray mixer tap will provide a spray of water, giving cold to hot with 180 degrees
of movement of the lever handle via a ceramic disc cartridge.

A flow regulating device incorporated within the outlet nozzle provides a maximum flow of 3.6 l/m at a
pressure of 0.5 bar. For pressures under 0.5 bar the limiter insert may need to be removed to effect a
suitable spray pattern. (See installation instructions for more information).

The extended lever allows the user to operate the tap with their elbow preventing contamination.
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Key benefits:

170mm Extended lever is ideal for applications where hygiene is important
Smooth sequential lever operated control
Extended lever for users with limited dexterity or to avoid contact with hands
The smooth operation of the reinforced cartridge ensures strength and durability
Reinforced cartridge for heavy duty use

Technical details:

Hot and cold water indicators located on head of tap
Min operating pressure (with outlet flow limiter) : 0.5 bar
Min operating pressure (without outlet flow limiter) : 0.1 bar
Max operating pressure: 5 bar
Flow rate (with outlet flow limiter, pressure above 0.5 bar): 3.6 l/m
Flow rate (with outlet flow limiter removed pressure at 0.1 bar): 2.0 l/m
Max basin thickness: 45mm
Connections: 10mm ∅ chromed copper tails

Warranty:

1 year manufacturer warranty

Note:

In order to prevent scalding, the hot watwer tap should be connected to the hot water supply via a
thermostatic mixing valve (TMV)

Additional Information

Manufacturer Inta

Application Basin

Tap Style Deck Mixer / Filler Tap

Mounting Basin

Operation Turn with Lever

Water Pressure Low, Normal Mains

Technologies Temperature Control Lever, TMV a Recommended
Extra, Ceramic Disc


